Accounts Payable
Automation
with MediusGo
www.mediusgo.com

Automate the management
of your supplier invoices
with MediusGo
We help you automate the entire AP workﬂow
process, from initial receipt and data capture of your
supplier invoices, until they're posted and ready to be
paid.
Log on to mediusgo.com/demo
and book a demo today!
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“

I can deﬁnitely recommend MediusGo to other
companies! It's a user-friendly solution with many
possibilities for automation and streamline invoice
management.
Marie Werner, Accounts Payable at Salinity.
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Labels
Get an optimized overview of work queues and search tools
through the Label function. Your users can easily retrieve or inform
about the status of an invoice.
Free text SEARCH
MediusGo searches for all information on your supplier invoices, so
in addition to the interpreted ﬁelds, other information can also be
found in the invoice image.
Smart coding help
Automatic coding according to your regulations, create your own
templates, search for a name in the posting ﬁeld, enter the most
common or previous posting and use the amount ﬁelds as a
calculator.
Previous Invoice
With the help of the function Previous Invoice, you can easily place
the invoices next to each other and thus compare information and
coding.
Suggestions for improvement with the help of Process Analysis
With the help of Process Analysis, the system will identify your
movement pattern and come up with optimization proposals to
streamline your handling.

Smart
& Fixed Price
MediusGo is a cloud-based tool that digitizes
and automates the handling of supplier
invoices. This means that both administrators
and approvers save time - while giving you
better transparency and control.
Read more at www.mediusgo.com
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